MODIFIED CARS – PERFORMANCE DRIVEN MK 5 GOLF GTI
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Driven
to perform!
WE’VE REPORTED recently, in our products
pages, on a handling kit for the Mk 5 Golf
GTI that combines all the essential
components to improve and enhance the
dynamic ability of the car, while falling
just short of the sort of extreme raceworthy preparation that can just as easily
compromise its road-going ability.
Produced by well-known suspension
specialist SuperPro, the kit comprises a full
set of polyurethane suspension bushes as
well as uprated and adjustable front and
rear anti-roll bars, lightweight alloy front
control arms with increased caster and a
pair of replacement ball-joints with camber
adjustment and roll centre correction.
It’s an expedient and cost-effective way
of sourcing all the components required to
transform the handling of the Mk 5 GTI,
especially one that might already have done
quite a few miles and be in need of some
standard parts replacements anyway. There’s
also a considerable advantage in using a set
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All in a day’s work – we followed the procedure
as the team at Performance Driven set about
transforming their recently acquired Mk 5 GTI
into a fully competent road and track star…
of components from a single source. Not only
is the installation likely to be so much easier
in terms of fit and finish, but the parts are all
designed to operate effectively together – all
singing from the same hymn sheet, as it were.
So, we were particularly interested to tag
along when Donna Hayman, the company
secretary and PR manager for Performance
Driven, based in Taunton Somerset, told us
that they had recently acquired a Mk 5 GTI as
a project car for use to promote the company.
Already re-mapped by Revo to produce 260 PS,
among many other modifications, they would
be installing the SuperPro handling kit. So, a
mutually agreeable date was arranged and

we headed off down the M3 /A303 early one
Monday morning to photograph the whole
procedure.
Arriving at 8.30 am we found the GTI
already up on the ramp in the corner of the
workshop, where the team had been hard
at work for a couple of hours removing all
the standard suspension components. Many
hands make light work of it, and the team
of company boss Simon Hayman, technician
Chris Searle and apprentice Jake Parkman
had already stripped out the complete front
and rear suspension and running gear,
brakes and hubs – all neatly laid out in an
orderly fashion on the workshop floor. ➔
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Of course, some of these parts – the various
control arms and trailing arms – would be
re-used after being carefully checked over,
refurbished and rebushed as required.
All that was left now was to drop the
front subframe and here came one of
the day’s first challenges as a mounting
stud sheared off of the subsection. With
expediency the name of the game for the
whole day, a replacement part was ordered
from TPS. It arrived within the hour, on the
first delivery of the day, although further
consideration showed that after some careful
work with a blowtorch and stud extractor,
the broken piece was removed and the
original part rescued from the recycling bin.
With the comprehensive assortment of
SuperPro suspension bushes involved, with
virtually every rubber part of the original
suspension to be replaced, it took a bit of
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sorting out to begin with, but work was soon
under way to press out all the original rubber
bushes and install the polyurethane SuperPro
bushes in their place.
The advantages of polyurethane bushes
are well documented, providing firmer, more
resilient resistance to extreme suspension
loadings. This results in taut, well controlled
handling, while also remaining compliant
enough to cope with the requirement for ride
comfort and without the increased Noise
Vibration or Harshness (NVH) that afflicted
many early designs of uprated suspension
bushes. Unlike the original factory-fitted
rubber bushes they are also resistant to various
contaminants, abrasives, light and heat.
In particular, the voided rubber bushes
fitted to the rear of the front control arms are
replaced with reconfigured two-part versions,
far better suited to spirited driving. With an

offset pivot point designed to give noticeably
improved steering feel and self-centreing
thanks to the increased caster, the SuperPro
polyurethane bushes are specially formulated
to tighten up when under load.
Best of all is that they are relatively easy
to fit, and although Performance Driven
made light work of fitting the majority of the
new bushes using their workshop press, it
probably had as much use in one morning
as it had in several months previously
and promptly seized up solid! After a few
unsuccessful calls around to local workshops
to see if they could borrow a press for the rest
of the day, the team resorted to the old tried
and tested ‘DIY’ technique of using the jaws of
large workshop vice to push the new bushes
into place and it proved to be quite successful.
Incidentally, when using a proper press,
it is a major advantage to have a wide
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‘Beneficial in their own right, the SuperPro
control arms are also used in conjunction
with anti-lift bushings in the SuperPro
pivot brackets for the rear mountings...’

selection of different press adapters available,
of various diameters, and SuperPro actually
produce a specially configured fitting kit to
cope with all the various bushes that they
produce. While probably not cost-effective for
the DIY enthusiast it is certainly a sensible
investment for any professional workshop
that anticipates fitting a lot of SuperPro bush
upgrades along with its normal workshop
procedures.

i

Effectively shortening or lengthening the
longitudinal arm of the anti-roll bar by using
the inner or outer adjustment point allows the driver
to either stiffen or soften the anti-roll bar response
accordingly, and adjusting the anti-roll rate between
front and rear bars can be used to affect the balance
of understeer and oversteer to suit the personal
driving style or ambient conditions.
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As well as the full set of suspension
bushes, for both front and rear, Performance
Driven also fitted the SuperPro front engine
mount / traction bar insert. This is specially
shaped to fill the voids in the original
factory-fitted lower engine mounting bush,
effectively taking up all the slack and firming
up the engine mounting without having to
remove and replace it in the subframe.
Next task before refitting the front subframe was to install the SuperPro anti-roll
bars, with increased diameter compared with
the standard anti-roll bars, to provide greater
resistance to body roll. Made from race-spec
chrome moly steel, 30 per cent lighter than the
standard bars and coated with polyurethane
for improved resistance to the elements, the
SuperPro anti-roll bars also have a choice of
two attachments for the drop links, to afford
some degree of adjustment.

Next on the agenda was to fit up the
SuperPro Supaloy front control arms and the
accompanying pivot points and ball joints.
The big advantage here is that compared to
the standard pressed steel control arms (also
known simplistically as ‘wishbones’) the
SuperPro items – modeled closely on the Audi
S3 control arms, but with additional camber
adjustment – are cast from a high stress,
corrosion-resistant material.
The result is a pair of arms that are
more rigid and less likely to flex than the
OEM steel control arm, maintaining the
correct wheel alignment settings even under
the greatest duress, especially when they
also have the added benefits of polyurethane
mounting bushes of course.
Beneficial in their own right, the SuperPro
control arms are also used in conjunction
with anti-lift bushings in the SuperPro pivot
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brackets for the rear mountings, increasing
the castor angle and act as an anti-lift kit,
providing greater directional stability at high
speed, as well as stronger self-centreing and
greater resistance against loss of traction
under heavy acceleration. The SuperPro
front control arms are also equipped
with replacement ball-joints that provide
additional camber adjustment and the roll
centre correction that is necessary when the
suspension of the car is lowered.
So, not only do the replacement
SuperPro parts all provide considerable
improvements to the integrity and geometry
of the suspension compared with the factoryfitted OEM parts, but they are all of course
replacing components that have already
covered a high mileage and are well past
their best. Even a complete rebuild using
all standard parts would have resulted in a
noticeable improvement in handling and
performance, but with the added advantages
of the improved geometry and resilience of
the SuperPro parts the Mk 5 GTI will be
considerably improved.
Eagle-eyed readers will note that that are
some other parts in evidence in our photos
and the complete picture also includes the
installation of a V-Maxx suspension kit and
Brembo brake upgrade as well as a set of Revo
alloy wheel and Vredestein tyres. Oh, and a
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‘SuperPro anti-roll bars have a choice of two attachments
for the drop links, to afford some degree of adjustment...’
full Scorpion stainless-steel exhaust system.
All were completed in a long day’s work for
the team at Performance Driven, but far too
much to include in one single article, so we’ll
continue the story with the other conversion
parts in the next issue.
With a few weeks to accumulate some
mileage in the meantime, in its role as
a daily driver for Performance Driven
technician Chris Searle, the intention is to
run the Mk 5 GTI at the VW Group track day

on August 13. There we’ll be able to assess the
full benefits of the conversion under the most
demanding of conditions – the challenging
high-speed Castle Combe race circuit. Suffice
it to say, though, that the GTI will be driven to
and from the circuit, not trailered like many
trackday cars. The beauty of these SuperPro
suspension modifications is that while
they produce a substantial improvement in
handling, they are also perfectly practical
and civilised enough for normal road use. III
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‘Eagle-eyed readers will note
that there are some other
parts in evidence...’

SPECIFICATION
Engine
• Revo Stage 1 software – 260 PS / 285 lb.ft.
• Revo 2.0 TFSI air intake system
• Scorpion resonated cat-back exhaust system
• GFB Diverter valve
Suspension
• SuperPro Mk 5 Golf handling kit comprising
• S upaloy alloy front control arms with caster
increase
• R oll centre correcting and camber adjustment
ball-ioints
• Rear multi-link SuperPro bush kit
• Uprated adjustable front and rear anti-roll bars
• Torque arm lower insert bush kit
• V-Maxx fixed damping coilover suspension kit
Brakes
• Brembo Sport pads and discs
Wheels and tyres
• R evo RVO19 8.5 x 19 inch in high gloss black,
fitted with Vredestein Ultrac Vorti 235/35 R19 91Y

CONTACTS

Performance Driven
Tel: 01823 338 696
www.performancedriven.co.uk
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SuperPro Europe Ltd.
Tel: 01823 690 281
www.superpro.eu.com

Infotainment
• Alpine X801D-U Advanced Navigation and 8-inch
capacitive touchscreen
• Alpine 8-inch amplified subwoofer box,
Alpine 4-channel amplifier
• Alpine 6.6-inch component 2-way speakers ( x 4 )
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